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Sony walkman sports mp3 player manual

Using the NWZ-W273S/W274S Walkman while swimming (Please read before using your Walkman) to use your Walkman while swimming, note the following and fit the Walkman correctly: select the size of the earbuds, which looks quite snug. ˎ ˎ Attach the Walkman firmly to your ears. ˎ ˎ Ą notes while swimming Do
not use your Walkman in places where it is not possible to hear the ˎ ˎ sound would be dangerous. If you use your Walkman in public or private swimming facilities, follow the rules ˎ ˎ this organization. Do not use your Walkman while swimming in a river or ocean. ˎ ˎ Before swimming,  suitable earbuds The standard
earbuds are attached when purchasing your Walkman. In addition to the different sizes of standard earbuds, the swimming buttons are the same for the replacement. * For each type of earbud, see Two types of earbud differences on the back.  Standard earbuds  Swimming earbuds (black/transparent) (smoke gray)
hole thin film Hint  Standard-type earbuds have an open hole.  the swimming button is a thin film-coated hole that makes it difficult to access the water. © 2013 Sony Corporation Printed in Malaysia  Select the best headphone fastening (valid  and ) There are 8 different earbuds (standard earbuds S/M/L/LL and
Swimming ˎ ˎ earbuds S/M/L/LL), including those originally attached to your Walkman, inside the box. To swim, choose a slightly narrower size than the usual size. ˎ ˎ ears may need different sized earbuds, as not all ears are the same. ˎ ˎ: Left medium size - large size on the right.  Attach the earbuds to the Walkman
( and ) Attach the headphones to the headphone so ˎ ˎ that the end of the inner part of the earbuds is  the  the headphone projection. Make sure that the earbuds fit straight in, not at ˎ ˎ angle to prevent the earbuds from coming loose and staying in your ears.  Fit your Walkman firmly into your ears (apply  and
 ) Follow the procedures below and have your Walkman firmly in your ears: 1 Place the Walkman firmly in your right and left ears. 2 To find the best position, turn the headphone part of your Walkman clockwise counterclockwise. Before swimming, place your Walkman in your ears when the earbuds ˎ ˎ and ears are still
dry. Make sure that the Walkman fits firmly in your ears so that the water does not reach the ˎ ˎ through the ears and between the headphones. Stabilizing the Walkman with the supplied adjustment bar  ( and ) The Walkman can be placed more appropriately in the ears using the supplied adjustment bar. 4-477-
960-13(1) ˎ stabilization of the Walkman with swimming goggles (applicable  and  ) Stabilization of the part with the Walkman's arrow-facing part with a swimming strip you can prevent the Walkman from being separated due to water pressure. If the sound is muted by water in the ears or headphones while
swimming, the sound may be th away.  removal of water from the ears ( and ) Inner tip Remove water from the ears. ˎ ˎ ˎ Removing water earbuds (apply ) Remove water from your earbuds. ˎ ˎ If you are using standard button-button headphones, remove the water as follows: Keep the headphones down so
that their openings are facing downwards, and pat your hand by holding the headphones against the wrist 5-10 times to remove the water as shown. ˎ If you still cannot remove water from earbuds (valid  and ) If it does not remove water, remove the earbuds from the headphones and pat the headphones lightly 5-
10 times with a dry cloth. Einige Word-Funktionen können Google Docs nicht nicht angezeigt werden und werden bei Änderungen entferntSed anzeigenLetzte Änderungen anzeigen 1 2 3 4 45 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 4445 46 47
48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 Content table 82 Describes the flow of action resulting from listening to music on your Walkman. The use, compliance and other information shall be described. This article describes how to add swimming button
borders and contains notes about using your Walkman in a pool or ocean with maintenance information. You are currently viewing Help. It contains information such as explanations about the operations and software of your Walkman. Contains information on trade mark rights, laws and regulations. You can read it by
installing software (included) on your computer. Contact Support Parts and Repairs
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